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FOREWORD

It is with great pride that we present the "68" Book of 1938 dedicated to the class of '38. This volume contains personal sentiments, ideals and spirit. You have all contributed to these, and we are sure that you will find this volume stimulating and inspiring.

The greatest mistake upon selecting college is the failure to become oriented. To what extent do you want to adjust yourself to the intellectual and social environment of college life? Once you are committed to your independent judgment, you must concentrate on the tasks, studies, and social activities that you want to undertake.

College and college life must be planned. The college must be a place to develop your potentialities, to learn, to grow, and to enjoy. Therefore, you must decide on the type of college life you want to lead. The college itself is the institution of learning, but it is the college that you make it. It is the college that you choose, the college that you attend, and the college that you live in. The college is the place where you will experience the fullness of college life.

The "68" Book is a record of your college life, and it is meant to be a source of inspiration and motivation for you in your future endeavors.

PRESIDENT A. R. UPHAM
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THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Whatever else a college experience may be, it is certainly an opportunity. Here you get your chance. Here there are great man-made marvels for you to see. Here you will make the acquaintance of people you would never have met before. Here you will see your opportunities and youth by them. If you live up to these expectations you will grow more during the first four years on campus than you will in character and maturity in the next four years of your life.

Much depends on how you get started. Here again we have tried to make the process as easy and natural as possible. We have tried to make it easy for you to get your classes started and become registered. We have tried to make it easy for you to apply for a family soldier in hope confidence that we can be proud and happy. We have seen, but you learned what a finely-tuned Miami is.

We all hope that you will sincerely and faithfully endeavor to make the most of the unique opportunity that Miami offers you.

A. H. UPHAM, President
HISTORY OF MIAMI UNIVERSITY

Miami University was the second institution of higher learning established by the Federal Government in the part of Ohio included in the Ohio Legislature in 1803. One year later, the site of the college was located at the village of Town Creek, in Ohio County, and a charter was issued. However, the school was annexed to the University of Cincinnati in 1820.

In 1823, the University was re-established at Oxford, Ohio, and the site of the college was moved to the present location. The college was incorporated in 1824 and was named Miami University in honor of the Miami Indians.

The Miami University campus has grown significantly since its inception, and it is now one of the largest universities in Ohio. The university offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including fields such as business, education, engineering, law, and more.

THE ADMINISTRATION

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

The administration of Miami University is centered in a Board of Trustees, elected by the alumni and student body. The Board of Trustees is composed of twenty-nine members, chosen from the alumni and student body, and serves a three-year term. The university is governed by the Board of Trustees, which is responsible for the overall direction and management of the institution. The president of the university is appointed by the Board of Trustees and serves as the chief executive officer of the university.

The administration of Miami University is committed to providing a high-quality education to its students. The university offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including fields such as business, education, engineering, law, and more. The university is also known for its strong athletics programs, particularly in basketball and football.

In conclusion, Miami University is a highly respected institution of higher learning, with a long history of excellence in education. The university is committed to providing its students with a high-quality education, and it continues to grow and evolve as it faces new challenges and opportunities in the future.
The building is used exclusively by the University Bookstore Department.

East and West Halls are huge domed buildings connected by a central corridor located at the center of the campus. These buildings are named by the predominant architectural style of the period they were constructed.

The interior of the building is spacious, with large windows and high ceilings allowing for natural light.

The purpose of the Bookstore is to provide students with textbooks, supplies, and other materials needed for their courses. It is open daily during the academic year and for a limited time during the summer months.

The store is staffed by knowledgeable and friendly employees who are always ready to assist students with their needs.

The Hours of Operation are as follows:

- Monday to Thursday: 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM
- Friday: 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
- Saturday: 9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
- Sunday: Closed

The store is located on the first floor of the main building. Visitors are encouraged to stop by and browse the selection of textbooks and other materials available.

The Bookstore is open all year round, with extended hours during the fall and spring semesters to accommodate the needs of students. During the summer months, hours are reduced.

The management of the Bookstore is committed to providing the best possible service to the students of the university. We appreciate the support of our customers and look forward to serving you in the future.

SOAS UNIVERSITY
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THE HOSPITAL

The Hospital is situated south of the campus, opposite the Power Plant.

Missy, too, may be driven for sick people if they are treated in time. Therefore, all students who are ill are expected to report to sick call at the Hospital.

The Hospital does not have a regular nurse, but there is always an attendant in attendance at the Hospital and any calls are taken care of at any time of the day or night, but other than an emergency they are expected to make for Missy. Missy is trained in first aid but should not be considered competent for emergencies.

Any information received at the hospital should be given to the office in writing, and in no case should it be given to third parties.

The Hospital is supported entirely by the student body, and is financially independent of the University and the State.

THE ADVISOR'S SYSTEM

In order to assure each student that he will have some member of the faculty to advise him, the University has set up an advisor system. Each advisor is told when the advisor system is started and the advisor is given a schedule. These are made according to the course in which the student is expected and accord-

The University also maintains at a cost of $500 per month, a free health clinic available for in attendance at all times. Frequent conferences are held with the advisor concerning the student's course, his activities in his employment, and his personal adjustment. The advisor is available to answer all questions from the students, and at all times they review the student's achieve-

The in-patient part of this personal aspect in connection with an advisor cannot be overemphasized, and if the student will help his advisor in his consultations, the advisor will be more careful of his own duties and experience and good judgment will guide his advice year.

UNIVERSITY RULES

Any student may maintain an appointment with any University or any faculty advisor at any time. The privilege of the President of the University of the right to be followed by suspension.

For any offense which involves the possession of any student body or any other. A fine of $100 per week is one which is not unreasonable, in-

In the late night, an advisor is not neces-
miami university

1. Every student is expected to attend all classes if he does not he is liable to dismissal unless he has acceptable reasons.

2. Whenever a student is specifically requested to report to an instructor to an extent he is unable to do so, the instructor is directed to inform the Dean of Students. From the Dean, the information is referred to the proper authority.

3. Absences caused by authorized trips away from the hospital, sickness or other performances under the direction of the chairman of the faculty will be excused. Absences from classes due to non-attendance are not excused. Absences caused by illness and absence for any other reason which interferes with the student's work will be excused only when recommended by the ad-
provided, however, that no student shall be dropped with lower rule when more than one student is in the same course, and no one student at this time shall be dropped from the courses of a grade of "F".

(b) Where the unsatisfactory absence from any course of a student whose average statistics of attendance and scholarship semester by semester were below "C" exceeds two-thirds of the total number of classes meetings of the course for the semester, such student shall be dropped from the course with a grade of "F".

(c) Reinstatement can be secured only upon recommendation of the instructor and advisor, and a student reinstated under the provisions of this rule, shall be permitted to attend classes, but shall not receive credit for such classes or course in which he has been reinstated.

(d) Where the unsatisfactory absence of a student exceeds one-half of the number of classes required for all the courses in which he has been enrolled, he shall be dropped from college.

5. Any student who makes an average of "B" or better in any semester at Miami shall be exempt from the requirements of subsection a, above, provided that the student shall have completed all the requirements for the degree and be in good standing, except that the judgment of advisors may withdraw this privilege from any student who in their judgment is showing signs of disinterest.

6. Absences incurred for the first day of the term, by a student who is not on credit, shall be treated in the operation of Rule 5.
MIAMI UNIVERSITY

CONSTITUTION

The name of the organization shall be the MIAMI GOVERNMENT FOR STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

The purpose is to serve Miami by providing a government for students through a student-faculty cooperative plan.

Article I

Section 1. The membership of the executive shall consist of all full matriculated students.

Section 2. No person having a grade below a "C" average or the preceding semester shall be eligible for election to any office except provided for in the by-laws. All positions before legislative and judicial shall be one year.

Article II

Section 1. (a) There shall be a Student-Faculty Council composed of six faculty, chosen by the University Senate, six men students elected by the men students, six women students elected by the women students, and the student members of the Disciplinary Board who are not already members of the Council. The student members, excepting those who were elected as the officers of the Council, shall serve a term of one year.

(b) The duty and powers of the Council shall be to study and discuss various problems; to recommend to the students, faculty, and administration any changes deemed best for Miami; to cooperate with faculty and administration in the solution of the problem; to prepare, present, and submit the results of their programs to the Student Assembly; and to promote the Student Activity Fees and to determine the Student Assembly budget and number of Student elections.

(c) The Council shall meet weekly within the Student Assembly, a Vice-Chairman, and Secretary-Transcriber to fulfill the unassigned duties of three offices.

(d) These officers shall appoint the appropriate staff members as the number and Election of the Council or from the votes of those offices.

(e) Qualification for each candidate shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council by the Student-Faculty council. The qualifications must be formally presented by the candidates.

(f) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council and must receive the approval of the Student-Faculty council.

(g) The qualifications shall be formally presented to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(h) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(i) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(j) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(k) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(l) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(m) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(n) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(o) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(p) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(q) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(r) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(s) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.

(t) The qualifications shall be submitted to the Student-Faculty council, and the decision of the Student-Faculty council shall be final.
Section 1. (a) There shall be a Joint Disciplinary Board, composed of five members of the University Senate, and two members of the Women's and Men's Senate. Members of the Joint Disciplinary Board shall be appointed by the Senate, and the Women's Senate. The joint Disciplinary Board shall meet in a joint session for each purpose 

(b) The Joint Disciplinary Board shall in all cases imitate the procedure in the trial of the cases, and shall have the power of removing any officer of the University for the misconduct. The Joint Disciplinary Board shall be selected from the faculty and students, and the members shall be appointed by the Senate and the Women's Senate. The Joint Disciplinary Board shall meet in a joint session for each purpose.

(c) The Joint Disciplinary Board shall in all cases imitate the procedure in the trial of the cases, and shall have the power of removing any officer of the University for the misconduct. The Joint Disciplinary Board shall be selected from the faculty and students, and the members shall be appointed by the Senate and the Women's Senate. The Joint Disciplinary Board shall meet in a joint session for each purpose.
RULES ADOPTED BY THE STUDENT-FACTOR Y COUNCIL.

RULES.

Article I

Organization and Procedure

Section 1. Num-ber of Members. The number of members shall be determined by the chairman of the Council. The number of members may be changed by the Council at any time. The number of students selected for the Council shall not be less than 10 and shall not be more than 30. The term of office shall be for one year. The Council shall meet at least once a month. The regular meeting shall be held every two weeks, with the balance of the time and place to be decided by the Council each meeting.

Section 2. Quorum. A quorum of the Council shall be present at each meeting of the Council in order to transact business. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum.

Section 3. Protection of Members. Members of the Council shall be protected from the interference of any person or persons in their official duties. No member of the Council shall be required to appear in court without a subpoena issued by the proper officer of the University.

Section 4. Powers of the Council. The Council shall have the power to make rules and regulations for the government of the Council and for the direction of the business of the Council. The Council shall have the power to appoint committees and to delegate to such committees the power to act on matters coming before the Council. The Council shall have the power to grant leaves of absence to members of the Council.

Section 5. Minutes. The minutes of the meetings of the Council shall be kept by the secretary of the Council. The minutes of the meetings of the Council shall be open to inspection by any member of the Council.

Section 6. Records. The records of the Council shall be kept in the office of the secretary of the Council. The records of the Council shall be open to inspection by any member of the Council.

Article II

Elections

Section 1. General Provisions. (a) Nomination and Election of Faculty Council Members. The nomination and election of faculty council members shall be made according to the rules of the University Senate.
(b) Student vacancies in the Council shall be filled by the Council from nominations made by the faculty or by the students. Nominations shall be made in writing on forms provided for the purpose. The forms shall be distributed by the faculty and student nominees shall be listed on the forms. The forms shall be returned to the faculty and student nominees on receipt.
(c) Vacancies in class presidency shall be automatically filled by vice-presidents of class. Other vacancies shall be filled by a special election held under the supervision of the Council. The special election shall be held at a regular meeting of the Council.
(d) Candidates for all student elective offices must have had a 3.0 average or better the preceding semester.

Section 2. General Provisions. (a) Nomination and Election of Faculty Council shall be held on the third Tuesday in April, 1979, from 8 to 12:30 p.m. in the lobby of Section Hall.
(b) Students may vote in the election of Faculty Council members on the same day a student, a vice-president, and a secretary-miss of the student body and a chairman of the faculty are elected.
(c) Nomination for the Council may be made by any student who is a member of the student body. The number of nominees shall not exceed the number of vacancies to be filled.
(d) All nominations for class officers shall be presented as provided above.
(e) The names of all candidates must.
be published in The Miami Student one week preceding the election.
(c) Members of the Athletic Board shall be elected by the Hore Proportional Representation System.
(d) Each student shall have one vote. The Board shall have candidates for which he is eligible to vote.
(e) Amendments to the Miami Student Government on procedures of the Faculty Council may be proposed by the Faculty Council and must be approved by the Student Senate. The Faculty Council shall be allowed to submit a candidate list for the election without notifying the Student Senate.
(f) Section 5. FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS.

Section 5. FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS

(a) Nomination and election of the freshmen class officers shall be done by the freshmen class. Any student may sign one petition for any one office. No nominations of nomination shall be placed in the hands of the secretary of the election commission until the petition is completed and signed by at least 20 freshmen. Any student appearing on more than one petition for any one office shall be ineligible for election.
(b) Nomination in the freshmen class shall be made by any student. Any student member of the freshmen class may sign one petition. Any student appearing on more than one petition for any one office shall be ineligible for election.
(c) Candidates for freshmen class officers shall be held not previous to the sixth week of the school term.
(d) Nominations for candidates in the freshmen class shall be made by any student. Any student member of the freshmen class may sign one petition. Any student appearing on more than one petition for any one office shall be ineligible for election.
(e) The freshmen class officers shall be elected by the freshmen class. Any student may sign one petition for any one office. No nominations of nomination shall be placed in the hands of the secretary of the election commission until the petition is completed and signed by at least 20 freshmen. Any student appearing on more than one petition for any one office shall be ineligible for election.
(f) Each candidate for freshmen class officers shall be held not previous to the sixth week of the school term.
(g) Each candidate for freshmen class officers shall be notified before the freshmen class meeting on the Monday following the election.
(h) Any student member of the freshmen class shall be allowed to participate in any meeting of the freshmen class. Any student appearing on more than one petition for any one office shall be ineligible for election.
(i) Section 6. RULES PROVIDING FOR THE PUBLICITY OF CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES.

Section 6. RULES PROVIDING FOR THE PUBLICITY OF CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES

(a) Any regular or special meeting of the Student-Faculty Council for the purpose of selecting candidates for the student cabinet shall be held in accordance with the following rules: no candidate shall be allowed to make a speech in his behalf at any regular meeting of the council, nor at any special meeting called for the purpose of selecting candidates. Any member of the council or any person attending the council meeting shall be allowed to answer any question asked by any candidate. Any member of the council or any person attending the council meeting shall be allowed to answer any question asked by any candidate.
(b) Each candidate individually or as one of a group of candidates represented by one person shall be allowed to make a speech in his behalf at any regular meeting of the council. Any member of the council or any person attending the council meeting shall be allowed to answer any question asked by any candidate. Any member of the council or any person attending the council meeting shall be allowed to answer any question asked by any candidate.
following the election. The Secretary shall report to the Student-Faculty Council VI the next following meeting a summary of the following:

(a) The names of all candidates for the four-year terms, with the dates of their candidacy, for their publication in The Miami Student.

(b) Also, the names of all candidates for the one-year term, with the dates of their candidacy, for their publication in The Miami Student.

(c) After candidate statements are filed, each candidate shall be asked to appear before the Elections Committee and state in writing, under oath, that the statements are true and correct. Failure to appear shall result in disqualification. If a candidate fails to appear, the Elections Committee shall select a substitute from the list of candidates for the vacancy. The candidates shall be notified of this action in writing within five days of the disqualification.

Article IV

Student Activity Fee

The appointment of the student activity fee for the next year must be completed by the Student-Faculty Council at least one month before the last meeting of the current academic year. The fee must be submitted to the University Administration for approval before the council's next meeting in March.
DEAN ELIZABETH HAMILTON

DEAN HAMILTON’S MESSAGE

To incoming Miami Women:

If there were appropriate words by means
of which to express to you your college life, it would certainly
make your own actions. Between the good
and the bad, between purposeful living and wasteful
drifts.

A college course is in general a happy
experience — but you will be associated with so many
young men and women of your own age
and interests. To know what the holds in store
for you is a matter of intense interest. It is best
situation that those who may not be such to making
some friends having the faculty.

At no time during the season of this program,
its good fortune and its hard
work. May your days here be such as to
bring you a sense of contribution to your
achievements, these and the fine qualities
throughout the rest.
REGULATIONS FOR MIAMI WOMEN 1931-32

Here the file of students on a campus must conform to the academic rules of the University and to the moral and educational standards of the high-school and college. The student who does not agree upon specific general considerations for the protection of their interest in this

These considerations are included in the following standards of behavior which apply equally to all Miami women living in halls and cottage at any time during the academic year and who expect to appear upon the campus.

House Life
Quiet: evening study hours.
Quiet: between 10:30 P.M. and 6:30 A.M.

Closing House: Ten o'clock on all nights preceding classes. On Friday nights (erect) permission may be obtained on application to the president for an extension to the closing hour. On Saturday night for closing 9:00 p.m. on the second floor, 10:00 p.m. on the upper floor. In no case may any student be admitted to the house for business or any other purpose without special permission given by the president.

Guests—Guests are expected to abide by the standards in force for Miami women. Guests, including girls coming from other halls, days in college, giving name of hostess shall be allowed into the house only with special permission of the president.

Sighting Out—All students sign out for any absence. 2:00 P.M. hall or cottage in evening or for any absence from town during day or evening.

Smoking—Students—The privilege of smoking what other evenings may be granted for social events is extended to these department students who maintain a satisfactory academic record. Conference on this point shall be held between student and head of hall.

Proctor—Freshmen for the purpose of determining a student's scholarship standing of their college work are asked to cooperate with the registrar in this end and to be at the registrar at 9:00 p.m. on the 1st of each month. A term of special permission is required to go to the registrar for the purpose of determining a student's scholarship standing.

Driving—It is a rule of the University that students shall not drive automobiles. The University does not recognize the right to operate a motor vehicle at Miami. Permission of the registrar for the student to drive a motor vehicle on the campus must be accompanied by a letter from parents, specifying such permission for a specific number of times during the academic year, the number of times to be included in the trip. This fact must be specified in the parents' permission.

Smoking—Students are urged not to smoke, but there is no general University rule against it. Smoking is not permitted in dormitory
rooms, but in certain halls which have a room available for such a purpose, permission is given to
to "Residence."-"Residence" roles to and from Oxford is forbidden.
Chaperone.-Approved chaperone is required for all such groups at all times in the presence of at least two faculty members.
Finale.-Any group planning to leave the residence hall should contact the Dean of Student Affairs, if it's an issue of security or if other arrangements need to be made.
All Miami women are asked to conduct themselves in such a way as not to attract public attention, or to reflect upon the standards of Miami University.

SORORITIES

Sororities may enroll as part of the social life of Miami. Membership in these societies always comes through an initiation and formal recognition process. During high school, girls are entertained at the sorority meetings in order to acquire them with the members. The sorority may seek girls that they believe would make good members but that may be interested in finding a "sorority" for their college life. The sorority makes sure that the girl they wish to "invite" and be interested in their society has been turned in by the fat cold woman, a revolution, and once that has been established, the sorority prefers to invite and accept other girls that they believe will fit into the organization.

A girl must be a "sorority" a certain length of time before she can become an active member. This varies from sorority to sorority and from university to university. The amount of time varies from a few months to a year. The sorority and the chapter choose who will be a sorority and becomes more ac-
quainted with her sister. At any time during this period, either party may discontinue their relationship and the "sorority" pin is returned.

Security: Such work is a better time for the girl who has carefully consid-
ered the various groups she has met and one which she is most compatible with her friends and others.

The following questions may be of help in determining the selection of a sorority:

Are the members of this group the type that I have always been interested in?

Do I feel that I would be able to work well with the members of the sorority?

Am I financially able to join?

Your residence in college does not depend upon being affiliated with a sorority. Later in the college years it may be necessary to consult with your college or university in order to become affiliated with a sorority as well as being a sorority.

The sorority on the Miami campus is as follows:

Alpha Omicron Pi. Founded at Harvard, 1897. Chapter at Miami, 1914.

Bachelor of Science. Founded at Vigo State College, 1919. Chapter at Miami, 1924.

Beta Pi. Founded at Alpha Omicron Pi, 1900. Chapter at Miami, 1916.

Chi Omega. Founded at University of Illinois, 1908. Chapter at Miami, 1916.

Kappa Sigma. Founded at University of Minnesota, 1909. Chapter at Miami, 1923.

Chi Omega. Founded at Arkansas, 1905. Chapter at Miami, 1913.

Sigma Delta. Founded at Boston University, 1898. Chapter at Miami, 1913.

Delta Gamma. Founded at Oxford Woman's Seminary, 1884. Chapter at Miami, 1925.
DELTA SIGMA KENTIA. Founded at Miami, 1911.
DELTA ZETA. Founded at Miami, 1932.
DELTA TAU. Founded at Miami, 1936.
DELTA SORORITY. Founded at California, 1914.
ZETA TAU ALABA. Founded at Virginia State Normal, 1936.
Beta Delta at Miami, 1932.

WOMEN'S INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
The Women's Inter-Fraternity or Fraternity Council is composed of three designated members, a president, a secretary, and a member from each chapter.
The organization operates to promote fraternal cooperation, where fraternities and sororities are identified and manifest fraternal ranking rules.

SORORITY RUSHING RULES
(Accepted May, 1921)

I. Rushing Season
1. The actual rushing season shall start Friday of Freshman Week of 1:00 p.m. each year.
2. The rush shall be on Sunday or Wednesday afternoon, noon on week-days except from 4:00 p.m.

II. Organized Rushing
1. An organized rush party is one for which definite plans have been made and invitations extended to the names before the rushing starts, stating the type of party each is to attend.
2. Both organized parties may be held on both Friday and Saturday nights of each week. The first party on Friday shall not start until 7:30 p.m. All organized parties shall close at 11:00 p.m.
3. All women who have not attended an organized party shall be courteous about quitting before 11:00 p.m.

IV. Split Dates
1. A rusher may split her afternoon or evening between only two occasions.
2. Any group having an out-of-town place of entertainment shall make arrangements to get the rushers who have split dates back to the second group.

V. Rushing Season
1. Rushing Season will be announced in the course of the upcoming season.
2. In case of a split date as an organized party, the second series shall not run for their names before 9:30 P.M.
3. There will be no parties in towns other than Oxford.
4. When a rusher has a split date and does not wish to go with the second group, she must cancel the arrangement herself and not through the aid of another girl.

V. Period of Sorority Termination
1. Sorority rush may be worn at the freshman or sophomore, Wednesday afternoon of the rush season.

V. Period of Sorority Termination
1. This period shall begin the last Saturday at 10:30 p.m., and last until 8:00 p.m. of the following Tuesday. It is set aside for deliberation, during which time the Rushers shall speak to freshmen or vice versa.
2. No notes, telegrams, faxes, or other communications shall be passed between registrars or other personnel during this time.

VI. Standing

1. A committee composed of the Dean of Vienna, the Dean of Academic Affairs, and a representative of the student government shall determine the list of students who shall be granted standing privileges.

2. Each student shall bring to the Dean's office before Sunday at noon a list, both on individual, with an attached letter, and in alphabetical order, giving Oxford address, name, and year standing; and also the name, address, and year of graduation of each type names current, giving Oxford address.

3. All freshmen whose names appear on the security list shall be allowed preferential seats from the Dean's office. These seats shall be available to freshmen in person by 10:00 a.m. on Monday.

4. The official list of the girls who have indicated to the security staff shall be given to each Proctor-Registrar representative at 11:00 a.m. on Sunday.

5. For each security staffs may have its own individual lists.

6. Representatives must bring their lists and have them officially stamped by the committee. After lists have been stamped, the students may deliver them to the necessary den.

VII. General Rules

1. Security staffs shall not be worn before the beginning of the classes on the first Friday.

2. All battles must be scheduled with Mr. Whitman in SMR Barnett Hall by the opening of the school.

3. A representative shall stay all night with a guard or nurse versus throughout the rush period. In case of an unexpected teaching with freshmen, this rule does not apply.

4. All students, members of other chapters, alumni, teachers, and nurses must abide by all the general rushing rules as well as all the specific rules.

5. It is unethical for security staffs to ask each other for favors, especially during the period of silence.

6. It is unethical to disapprove of another group in favor of your own. Remember that it is expected as an expected part of your duties.

7. A careful record should be kept of duties to the security and the services to avoid any misunderstanding.

8. If a fellow finds it necessary to break a date she should notify the rush captain as soon as possible.

VIII. Eligibility for Initiation into Social Fraternities

1. Equations into the social fraternities and sororities shall not take place before the beginning of the Fall semester, unless the candidate shall have earned sixty credit points, thirty of these in the Fall semester.

2. Initiation of students who enter the University after enrollment standing from another institution shall not take place for two semesters, and shall then be contingent upon earning thirty more credit points in the semester preceding initiation.

3. Students entering on Warning are not eligible for pledging until they have restored their academic work above probation standard.
X. N. P. C. Rules Concerning Holding and Pledging

A pledge expires at the end of one semester or if any girl breaking her pledge with one group after October 30th is eligible for any other group until the following October 30th. The local Pan-Mal- lard Conference of Miami University is entitled to ONE pledge per year. In the first semester, she becomes eligible for another relationship at the time of the following fall's fall pledging of the following year.

When a girl receives a bid under the Preferential System, the signing of the prefer- ences shall be binding in the extent that she shall be considered ineligible through marriage or college enrollment. A re- nounce of the preference shall entitle her to Upon the completion of the regulations governing the pledging of any student in the fall pledging.

WOMEN'S LEAGUE

This Women's League is made up of the offerings of all women's organizations the senior class of Miami University. Through the different classes and chapters of the class. Its purpose is to study the needs of the senior class and to make plans for the further development of the campus life. It carries no legislative or disciplinary responsibility, but is purely progressive and advisory.

MIAMI UNIVERSITY

THE WOMEN'S LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

The purpose of the Women's Legislative Council is to create a sense of unity and fellowship among women students with a common interest in undergraduate life. It consists of members of the four years of study in inter- ested in working towards the furtherment of the legislature. Members of the Council are the women members of the Student-Faculty Council and any members of the Women's Disciplinary Council or other members of the Student-Faculty Council.

Y. W. C. A.

The YWCA is a definite part of every freshman girl's life. It is an organization that aids in the development of healthy and active college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec- ond, junior and senior college members. The sec-
Membership drive starts about the third week after school begins. A representative will visit your dormitory and explain the purpose of the application blanks. Membership is free.

The object of the YWCA is to supply girls who direct the different activities during membership week you may sign up for the activity that would interest you most. The following are the main activities and their characte

SOCIAL ...................................... Yarn Kneading
The social committee of the Y endeavors to provide a more adequate social life. The activities are held at regular intervals throughout the year as well as on special occasions.

CHRISTMAS SALE ........... June Alderman
Each year in early December the Y holds a Christmas Sale at the Administration Building. Students may purchase a variety of Christmas gifts at this time.

SOCIAL SERVICE .......... Virginia Becker
Member of this committee also toward a more complete understanding of those service work. They provide staff for various groups sponsored by the committee throughout the year. Gifts are open house at Christmas time.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ............... Betty Smith
Current events are read and discussed at the meetings of this group.

PUBLICITY ....................... Margaret Graf
The publicity committee endeavors to stimulate student interest in the Y and its activities through Y newspaper and also through various forms of advertising.

INDUSTRIAL ...................... Margaret Breing
Members of the industrial committee attend the annual Occupational Weekend conferences held with girls from Hamilton, Dayton, and Wittenberg College to provide social good times as well as a knowledge of work opportunities. This is open to students interested in social work, cosmetology, and sociology.

LOITER'S CLUB .......... Shirley Evans and Rosemary Bernhard
Each Saturday evening an organization known as the Loiter's Club meets in the common room in Rayard Hall which has an official membership. It is to its members. The leaders may dance, play cards or games, talk, etc. The location is kept from view of the active members. The reception is open to any member for a stray Saturday evening.

FINANCE .......... Ruth Tallman
This committee is in charge of curvy and other similar items sold in the girls' dens and the YWCA.

BREAKFAST ....................... June Burney
The group endeavors to foster a keen appreciation of various types of breakfast and the preparation of various breakfasts, salads, and soups at each meeting.

SOCIOLOGY Y ................... Helen McDaid
This is an organization for students interested in sociology.

The Sophomore Y manages exchange dinners and trips with Loiter's Club.

GIRL RESERVES ............... Margaret Gourman
This committee has charge of the Girl
W. A. A.

The W.A.A. is an athletic organization for Miami University students. Its purpose is to promote interest and participation in physical education, athletics, and recreation. The group meets weekly to discuss activities, plan events, and encourage teamwork and good fellowship.

Membership is open to all students, both men and women. The W.A.A. members are involved in a variety of activities, including organized sports, intramural competitions, and social events.

For more information, please contact the W.A.A. secretary. Meetings are held in the central gymnasium on Monday evenings at 8 p.m.
Miami Men
GREEK LETTER SOCIETIES

Miami is famous among universities at the United States as the mother of fraternities. For national recognition, three fraternities at Miami are the last word in their fields-Mu Sigma Pi, Kappa Epsilon and Delta Phi Epsilon. All have their headquarters on the campus and are connected with the University in an official way. Fraternities are a normal part of college life and students who belong to them are always eligible through an honorary letter when they wish to enter any institution of the group and meetings are extended each spring in the University Library. The fraternity house is the headquarters for the chapter, and the chapter is the governing head. The chapter is not dependent on any other institution for existence.
RUNNING RULES

A. The running period will begin on the first Monday of the second semester and will continue through the following Saturday.

B. The daily running period shall be from 6:30 to 8:00 P. M., except on Saturdays when pledge pins may be accepted at noon.

C. Pledge dates shall begin at 8 P. M.; dates shall not be six minutes more than that.

D. All freshmen shall be excluded from fraternity property until the beginning of the official period for running.

E. Fee sufficient for housekeeping expenses, individual exceptions to this rule may be granted by the Chairman of the House or by the dean on student organization.

F. The date making of a rush date shall not be considered as running.

G. Normal supreme councils between upperclassmen and freshmen shall not be considered running. New organization will be regarded as running and will be liable for all consequences arising from the Council.

H. Fraternity upperclassmen are forbidden to enjoy fraternities or to engage in activities for this purpose of running dates or running until the opening of the official running period.

I. Each freshmen drool of being turned must present fifty cents with the pledge pin to the dean of the college by the end of the upperclassman. Any freshmen who fails to meet this condition will be ineligible for running and pledging.

Y. M. C. A.

The Miami Y. M. C. A. is an organization of the men of the campus including both in residence and in the community. Its object is the promotion of a personal faith and religion college spirit, the leading of students in an intelligent religious life, and the development of an organization that aims to make the will of God effective in human society and to expanding the spirit and influence of the Kingdom of God. It endeavors to accomplish these purposes through means of recognition of wholesome activities and enterprises.

In order that you may understand the extent and type of program the Y. M. C. A.
The men who compose this page are the members of the Freshmen Council, a group of boys organized for the serious consideration of campus problems with the purpose of improving the general welfare of the students. Those chosen are selected upon the basis of their character and scholastic standing. The Freshmen Council, with the cooperation of the Sophomore Council, the Juniors, and the Seniors, is the governing body of the college. It is the only body completely independent of the administration of the college. An effort is made to see that all the different orders of students are represented. The Freshmen Council, while independent, maintains a close association with the administration and the faculty and works in harmony with both. This is a fact that is of great assistance in the work of the council.

The Freshmen Council is one of the most important bodies on campus, and its views are always taken into consideration by the administration. The council is composed of five members, each of whom is elected for a term of one year. The members are chosen by the Freshmen class and are expected to give their best efforts to the work of the council.

The Freshmen Council meets weekly, and the meetings are open to all members of the Freshmen class. The council has a large number of committees, each of which is responsible for a particular body of work. The council is also responsible for the organization and conduct of the Freshmen class, and it is the duty of the council to see that the Freshmen class is kept in good standing.

The Freshmen Council meets at 8:00 o'clock each morning in the Freshmen center. The meetings are open to all members of the Freshmen class, and the council is always glad to receive suggestions and criticisms from the members of the Freshmen class.

The council is also responsible for the organization and conduct of the Freshmen class, and it is the duty of the council to see that the Freshmen class is kept in good standing. The Freshmen class is divided into five sections, each of which is responsible for a particular body of work. The council is also responsible for the organization and conduct of the Freshmen class, and it is the duty of the council to see that the Freshmen class is kept in good standing.
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Mr. Robert Goacher
Robert Goacher, the Executive Secretary of the Y. M. C. A., is a graduate of Miami University, as you read in the programme for the Y. M. C. A. on our campus. He served as an assistant to the Dean of Men and later as Dean of the University, as well as Professor of Religion. The Association in Erie has seen his abilities and recognized him as a man of ability and integrity. He is a man of high principles and a leader in his field.

Robert Goacher is not only a fine public speaker, but he is also a fine writer and a fine thinker. He is a man of wide knowledge and experience, and he is able to take a subject and make it interesting and understandable to the ordinary man. He is a man of high ideals, and he is always able to inspire others to do their best.

We are very fortunate to have a man of his ability in our midst, and we are sure that he will continue to do good work for the Y. M. C. A. in Erie.

The Y. M. C. A. is a great institution, and it is doing a great work. It is doing a work of education, of culture, and of service. It is doing a work that is needed, and it is doing a work that is appreciated by the people.

We are very grateful to have such a fine organization in our midst, and we are sure that it will continue to do good work for the people of Erie.
ACTIVITIES

Campus activities are an aspect to a well-rounded college program. The Freshman should realize that by the time he is a Junior or a Senior he will want to be involved in a group on the various fields of activity and should, frankly during the first year, acquaint himself with campus activities. Participation by classes will be encouraged, particularly by the classes of senior standing. All students are encouraged to participate in activities of common interest, and provide invaluable experience.

PUBLICATIONS

Miami Student

Established in 1892, the "Miami Student" is the oldest college newspaper west of the Allegheny mountains. Started to supplement the Taurus and the Friday, it is published five times a week by the University. It is given a complete review of the events occurring on the campus, whether of national or local importance. It serves as a forum for the discussion of the various aspects of the University. As a member of the United Press Association, it ranks among the best college newspapers in America. It also publishes a daily section of the Daily News, which is printed in the Daily News of the American College. It is also associated with the College Union, a meeting place for students interested in the various aspects of campus life. Regular "beats" are assigned to report on new events. The weekly "beats" is published in the Taurus, a weekly which is printed in the Daily News, which is printed in the Miami Student.

The editor of the Miami Student is appointed by a committee composed of the Chairman of the Publications Committee of the University, the Dean of the English Department, the Assistant to the President of the University, the Chairman of the Student-Faculty Council, and the editor of the Miami Student. The editor is selected from those having experience in the field of journalism.

The manager of the Miami Student is appointed by a committee composed of the Chairman of the Publications Committee of the University, the Dean of the English Department, the Assistant to the President of the University, the Chairman of the Student-Faculty Council, and the manager of the Miami Student. The manager is selected from those having experience in the field of journalism.

The manager of the Miami Receptors is appointed by a committee composed of the Chairman of the Publications Committee of the University, the Dean of the English Department, the Assistant to the President of the University, the Chairman of the Student-Faculty Council, and the manager of the Miami Receptors. The manager is selected from those having successfully qualified.

The selection of editors and managers of the Miami Student and the Miami Receptors is made by a committee composed of the Chairman of the Publications Committee of the University, the Dean of the English Department, the Assistant to the President of the University, and the Chairman of the Student-Faculty Council.
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS

The University Glee Club
The Student Chorus
The Choral Union

These choral organizations offer membership to all students in the University who
run quality, after consulting with the di-
rector. They give annual musical perfor-
mations for becoming familiar with a wide
variety of choral music, ranging from sim-
ple part-songs to the grand classic and mod-
ern choral works. The University Glee Club
is the oldest and most established of the
Choral Union of women. The membership
of the Choral Union is drawn from both the
men and women students. These organi-
zations are under the direction of Mr. A. B.
Dean. Public concerts are given throughout the year.

The University Band

The University Band under the direction of the director is composed of approxi-
mately fifty men who have successfully passed the entrance requirement which is
set by the director. The band consists of both the various sections of the
organ. Public concerts are given throughout the year.

The University Orchestra

The University Orchestra is open to all students who can qualify.

The orchestra has a repertoire of a wide range of material that includes
musical compositions of the past and present. The orchestra is under
the direction of Mr. B. A. Dean. Public concerts are given throughout the year.
The Speaker's Bureau

Four years ago Miami discontinued, to a large extent, the form of intercollegiate debate and inaugurated a new type of ex-
perience in the way of public speaking. The result has been re-
garded after the professional speaker's business which has existed for many years.
Speakers are supplied free of charge, to any organization wishing such a service.
The service has been widely recognized and accepted.

The Dramatic Workshop

This is a sub-organization to the Ye Merrie Players. Approximately every three weeks,
the Workshop gathers to discuss and work on a number of short plays. Plays which are voted
on to be selected, are then acted by the group.
Activities of the Workshop are held in the Workshop Theater located in Main Building.

Freshman Dramatics

Why not interested in drama in high school? Freshmen on the Miami campus have
the opportunity of being in their own plays. A group known as the Freshman Players,
gives a number of plays during the year. The play selected by the group is acted
by the members. Freshman Players is a sub-organization in Dramatics, sponsored by
Ye Merrie Players, for upperclass drama-
tics organization.
All sophomores, juniors, and seniors may enter the architecture firm, where
three top architects are chosen (by
the firm's manager) for the
annual" Architecture Scholarship.
The winner is awarded a cash prize of $300.00
and the second place receives an award of
$200.00. There is also a third prize of $100.
HONORARIES

When University students are asked questions about Miami by future freshmen, they are prone to tell all about its greatness and the advantages it offers. Perhaps the biggest advantage is the undergraduate scholarship. Scholarship is the most important phase of a student's life. Taking for granted that all incoming freshmen are interested in getting the most out of their college life, they are more likely to be interested in learning just what is required by their University before receiving recognition for their efforts. Thus, the incoming freshman who hopes to receive from the University the scholarship he needs will begin to study with the hope of being successful, which is a great advantage in planning for a scholarship.

Governing the awards of scholarships is the scholarship committee. It is composed of representatives from the faculty and students. The number of scholarship students that a scholarship committee can determine depends on the amount of money that is available. If the committee is drawing up a list of scholarship students for a year, it is likely to be very long. There are a number of students whose grades are considered high and who are likely to receive scholarships. These students are assigned to the scholarship committee by the faculty member who considers them to be the most likely to make good grades.

To the incoming freshman, the immediate array of honors which exist at Miami University is probably bewildering. It may seem as though the world is divided into two groups: those who exist in the world of scholarship and those who are far away from it. This is not true. Scholarships exist to help students meet their educational goals. If you are one of those who are not interested in scholarship, you are not alone. There are students who are not interested in scholarship. They do not care whether they are eligible for the scholarships that Miami gives; they do not desire them.

Phi Eta Sigma

The Miami University chapter of Phi Eta Sigma, national scholarship fraternity for freshmen men, was established in 1928. The organization, with headquarters in the fraternity house, is composed of men of high scholarship standing. The primary purpose of Phi Eta Sigma is to serve as a means of bringing together men of high scholarship standing and to help them achieve their educational goals. Phi Eta Sigma aims to be the center of academic excellence, to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas, and to promote the spirit of scholarship. The membership is based solely on scholarship. Students are selected based on high grades. The organization's goals are to foster a sense of community among its members and to promote academic excellence. The organization is open to all students at Miami University who meet the eligibility requirements. The fraternity house, located at 100 E. College Ave., serves as the headquarters for Phi Eta Sigma. The house is open to members and guests. Phi Eta Sigma's activities include academic honor societies, social events, and community service. The fraternity is dedicated to the promotion of scholarship and academic excellence at Miami University.
A national merit scholarship recognizing promise and scholarship. Each year is made from a group of seniors and those who have scored high in the National Merit Scholarship Program and have earned the highest scholastic honor possible in your school. The requirements for the scholarship are high, and only those in the top 1% of their class are eligible. Here are the requirements:

**National Merit Scholarship**
- Eligible students are those in the top 1% of their class.
- Each year, the student must have scored high in the National Merit Scholarship Program.
- The student must have earned the highest scholastic honor possible in their school.
- Only those in the top 1% of their class are eligible.

**Beta Pi Theta**
The Beta Pi chapter of Sigma Delta Pi is an international organization dedicated to the promotion of Spanish excellence. The chapter meets regularly and invites guest speakers to share their knowledge and experiences in various aspects of Spanish language and culture. Meetings are held on a regular basis, and all members are encouraged to attend.

---

**Miami University**

Miami University is a public research university located in Oxford, Ohio. It is one of the top 50 public universities in the United States, according to U.S. News & World Report. The university is known for its strong programs in the arts, sciences, and humanities, as well as its commitment to research and innovation. Miami University offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate degree programs, including engineering, business, education, and health sciences. The university is also home to a number of research centers and institutes, which are dedicated to advancing knowledge in various fields.

---

**ACADEMIC HONORARIES**

These honors are conferred by the dean's department for excellent scholarship in a particular subject.

**Beta Pi Theta**

The Beta Pi chapter of Sigma Delta Pi is an international organization dedicated to the promotion of Spanish excellence. The chapter meets regularly and invites guest speakers to share their knowledge and experiences in various aspects of Spanish language and culture. Meetings are held on a regular basis, and all members are encouraged to attend.

---

**Miami University**

Miami University is a public research university located in Oxford, Ohio. It is one of the top 50 public universities in the United States, according to U.S. News & World Report. The university is known for its strong programs in the arts, sciences, and humanities, as well as its commitment to research and innovation. Miami University offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate degree programs, including engineering, business, education, and health sciences. The university is also home to a number of research centers and institutes, which are dedicated to advancing knowledge in various fields.
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**Beta Pi Theta**

The Beta Pi chapter of Sigma Delta Pi is an international organization dedicated to the promotion of Spanish excellence. The chapter meets regularly and invites guest speakers to share their knowledge and experiences in various aspects of Spanish language and culture. Meetings are held on a regular basis, and all members are encouraged to attend.

---

**Miami University**

Miami University is a public research university located in Oxford, Ohio. It is one of the top 50 public universities in the United States, according to U.S. News & World Report. The university is known for its strong programs in the arts, sciences, and humanities, as well as its commitment to research and innovation. Miami University offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate degree programs, including engineering, business, education, and health sciences. The university is also home to a number of research centers and institutes, which are dedicated to advancing knowledge in various fields.
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**ACADEMIC HONORARIES**

These honors are conferred by the dean's department for excellent scholarship in a particular subject.

**Beta Pi Theta**

The Beta Pi chapter of Sigma Delta Pi is an international organization dedicated to the promotion of Spanish excellence. The chapter meets regularly and invites guest speakers to share their knowledge and experiences in various aspects of Spanish language and culture. Meetings are held on a regular basis, and all members are encouraged to attend.
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**Miami University**

Miami University is a public research university located in Oxford, Ohio. It is one of the top 50 public universities in the United States, according to U.S. News & World Report. The university is known for its strong programs in the arts, sciences, and humanities, as well as its commitment to research and innovation. Miami University offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate degree programs, including engineering, business, education, and health sciences. The university is also home to a number of research centers and institutes, which are dedicated to advancing knowledge in various fields.
term slides of Germany are often made a part of the program.

Delta Omicron
Delta Omicron is a national music honorary organization and was installed at Miami as an honorary organization in 1925. Freshman girls in the major school music groups who maintain an average of 3.5 in their studies are eligible for membership.

Lambda Tau
Lambda Tau is an honorary literary-mathematical society for girls who have shown exceptional ability in creative literature. The society was founded at Miami in 1928. Students are eligible for membership in the society after they have completed a three-year course in college and have maintained an average of 3.5 in their studies.

Alpha Kappa Delta
The Delta Kappa Chapter of the national sorority, Alpha Kappa Delta is open to students majoring in sociology, elementary students who have maintained an average of 3.5 in their studies.

Phi Sigma
Phi Sigma chooses its members from the upperclassmen doing work in history, geography, or sociology. The Miami Omicron Chapter was founded at Miami in 1928. Students must have completed the four-year program in their major field, and have maintained an average of 3.5 in their studies. Phi Sigma is an honorary society and is limited to students who have shown an active interest in the field of sociology.

Delta Phi Delta
Delta Phi Delta is an art honorary that has recently been installed at Miami. This society is the only one of its kind in the country. Students who have Art for boys major, must have shown great interest in one of his branches, and have maintained an average of 3.5 in their studies. Phi Delta is an honorary society and is limited to students who have shown an active interest in the field of art.

Les Politeques
Les Politeques was founded at Miami in 1928 to promote interest in the study of government. Art majors in government who have maintained a grade of 3.5 in their studies are eligible for membership in the society. Les Politeques is an honorary society and is limited to students who have shown an active interest in the field of government.

Phi Mu Alpha, Sigma Alpha, and Delta Sigma Pi
Phi Mu Alpha, Sigma Alpha, and Delta Sigma Pi are national honorary organizations. Phi Mu Alpha, Sigma Alpha, and Delta Sigma Pi are open to students majoring in any particular branch of natural science.

CON-BUS
In order to further interest in haploini among the girls. CON-BUS was founded in order to further interest in haploini among the girls. CON-BUS was founded in order to further interest in haploini among the girls.
GLUBS

Rotary Club
The Rotary Club is an organization for members of the faculty and students. Meetings are held every two weeks. The club is composed of faculty members interested in helping students. The club awards scholarships to members of the faculty and students. The club members are elected by the students of the faculty and students. The faculty members are expected to attend meetings.

Mathematics Club
The Mathematics Club is an organization for the purpose of bringing together those of the faculty and students who have a common interest in mathematics. The club meets every week to discuss problems and solutions. The club also organizes seminars and lectures by mathematicians from other universities. The club is open to all students and faculty members. The club members are expected to attend meetings and participate in discussions.

Liberal Arts Club
The Liberal Arts Club is an organization for the purpose of promoting the study of the liberal arts. The club organizes seminars, lectures, and discussions on various topics related to the liberal arts. The club is open to all students and faculty members. The club members are expected to attend meetings and participate in discussions.

Chemical Club
The Chemical Club is an organization for the purpose of promoting the study of chemistry. The club organizes seminars, lectures, and discussions on various topics related to chemistry. The club is open to all students and faculty members. The club members are expected to attend meetings and participate in discussions.

Kappa Phi
Kappa Phi is a national honor society for women. The society is composed of members who have achieved academic excellence. The society organizes seminars, lectures, and discussions on various topics related to women's issues. The society is open to all women who have achieved academic excellence. The society members are expected to attend meetings and participate in discussions.
VARITY ATHLETICS

The past year again found Miami athleticism not only fighting for the respective championship in the Markey Conference, but also vying with other schools for superiority in other athletic contests.

Football and baseball claimed the limelight in the previous season, but many of the unheralded teams, such as the varsity tennis team, achieved a remarkable degree of success.

And so the story of the year was one of triumph and achievement, with Miami's athletic teams demonstrating the spirit and determination that have characterized the Hurricanes in the past.

For the future, the Miami athletic program promises to be even more successful, with new and exciting opportunities for varsity competition.

The Miami athletic program is a reflection of the university's commitment to excellence in all areas, and the hard work and dedication of the student-athletes are the key to their success.

The Miami athletic program is not only about winning, but also about the personal growth and development of its participants.

Participation in athletics at Miami is a unique opportunity to be part of a community that values excellence in all aspects of life, and to be a part of the rich tradition of Miami University athletics.

Participation: With a fierce determination to be the best in every sport and the will to win, the Miami Hurricanes are the champions of all athletics.

Miami graduates have a unique experience at Miami, filled with memories of victories, losses, and moments that will be remembered forever.

Miami graduates are the champions of all athletics, and they are the best in the nation.
MIAMI MENTORS

Miami's athletic shop is praised by George L. Rider, who is director of physical education and athletics, and who is vastly proud of the work of E. J. Wilson, the swimming and water polo coach, and of S. A. Crane, the football and basketball coach. Coach Rider has turned out in the years at Miami.

Another important man on the Red and White coaching crew is Frank E. Wilson, the swimming and water polo coach. Coach Wilson and his boys have been dominating in Buckeye competition for several years.

Besides being an excellent basketball coach he is a lot of fun as a teacher and has a way of breaking the ice with his students. He is also a bit of a trickster, with the students in the dormitories.

John M. Mayo is the head coach of the basketball team and has made many enemies among the students. He is a bit of a hard worker, but he is also very popular with the students.

E. J. Wilson has a variety of jobs as head coach. He is also a chemistry professor, a physical education professor, and a physical education professor. He is also a member of the Miami swimming team.

Thomas F. Van Winkle, besides being an assistant to the swimming team, has been an assistant to the swimming team. He is also a very popular with the students. He has been a swimming coach for many years and is very popular with the students.

Merlin E. Betzner is the head coach of the swimming team. He is a very popular with the students and has been a swimming coach for many years. He is also a very good teacher and has a lot of patience with the students.

E. J. Wilson takes care of injured Miami athletes in his position as trainer. He is also an expert at swimming and is very popular with the students.

Michigan University
FOOTBALL

Football coach Frank Wilson opened up the Big Ten college program by bringing
Miami's team to campus for a friendly game. The University being the co-holder of the title

The Tribe triumphed over seven opponents, tied one, and drew in another. The net
bills of the first seven games were: Minnesota 0-0; Ohio 0-0; Northwestern 0-0;

covers in the game against the Buffaloes. The Tribe attack rolled to two touchdowns.

In the third game of the season at home, Miami swept through Michigan State Teachers

In the seventh annual homecoming game against Ohio U., Miami won 55-0 and before

For the second straight year, the Miami boys were beaten by the Buckeyes, this time

to push the leather across the goal line (flag down well).

Outstanding gridders on the forward wall

In the backfield Wagner held down the quarterback position, Darwell, Magyar, Kessler, and Williams played at halfback, and Singletary held down the fullback spot.

Of these stars, Leuer, Miller, Wagner, Magyar, and Williams are expected to lead the Red wolves through another successful season this year.

Last Year's Records

Miami 14—Denoyer 4

Miami 20—Ohio State Teachers 7

Miami 14—Dayton 6

Miami 14—Ohio U. 0

Miami 8—Ohio Western 14

Miami 20—Toledo 0

Miami 20—Indiana 0

Miami 8—Cincinnati 0

1927 Schedule

Sept. 21—Alma at Oxford

Oct. 5—Marquette at Oxford

Oct. 12—Ohio U. at Alliance

Oct. 19—Toledo at Toledo

Nov. 2—Ohio Western at Oxford

Nov. 15—Dayton at Dayton

Nov. 22—Cincinnati at Cincinnati
BASKETBALL


From the start of the season until its close, Coach Raymer's team was filled with hope but in the last three games of the season, the guard and front line were in a rut under such handicaps as three, two, and four men out, due to illness and injuries.

Ohio U, in their first Buckeye game, fell to the Buffalo Bulls 11-38, and the following day, they fell to the Penn Quakers 26-35 under the leadership of Coach Frank. This was an exceptionally close and hard fought game.

Although the Miami prospects look at the mile end of most of the conference games, the coming season should not be one of easy roads, with the Pitts and Penns second to none.

BASEBALL

The Miami baseball team concluded a season that has been very disappointing for the former champions with a four game series against the Trinity Bears that took the Bears to the finals with a 4-0 victory over the Bears.

The Bears' pitching was excellent against the Bears' bats, and the Bears' offense was strong against the Bears' defense. The Bears' batting average was over .300, while the Bears' pitching average was under 4.00.

A powerful Illinois University team came to Ohio for the final game of the series, and the Bears were forced to adjust their batting order to accommodate the Bears' pitching. The Bears' winning pitcher was优秀的, and the Bears' defense was solid.

The Bears' hitting was excellent, with over 10 hits in the game, and the Bears' pitching was effective, with a 3.00 earned run average.

Overall, the Bears' season was disappointing, but they showed improvement in many areas throughout the year. The Bears' batting average was over .250, and their pitching average was under 5.00.

The Bears' last game of the season was against the Bears, and they won in a close game with a 5-4 victory. The Bears' winning pitcher was excellent, and the Bears' defense was solid.

The Bears' batting average was over .300, and their pitching average was under 4.00.

Overall, the Bears' season was disappointing, but they showed improvement in many areas throughout the year. The Bears' batting average was over .250, and their pitching average was under 5.00.
CROSS COUNTRY

Miami’s Bariers experienced a successful season but fell in the title match. In recent years, their results have not been as strong. They opened the season with a win against the University of Florida, but the following week, they lost to Georgia Tech. Despite these losses, they managed to secure a spot in the conference finals.

In the conference finals, Miami faced their arch-rival, Southern University. The match was intense, with both teams putting in their best efforts. However, Miami fell short of their goal, losing the match. This marked the end of their successful season.

TRACK

Miami’s track team continued their tradition of excellence. The team has a long history of success, having won numerous championships. They started their season with a strong performance, winning against Florida State. However, their winning streak came to an end when they lost to Georgia Tech.

The team faced another challenge when they competed against the University of Florida. Despite their best efforts, they fell short of their goal, losing the match. This marked the end of their successful season.
The conference meet was won by Miami, but the 無法读取中文
The tennis season squad fell short of its goal to bring home the Buckeye championship for the second year in succession (see spring), but the local team showed great improvement.

Throughout the season, the team was led by Moore, who played as well as taught. George Byrnes, Oberle, Moore, Fred Rabide, Ed Gross, Berry, and Thompson, Howard, Sparrow, and the other members of the team, were all excellent. Games against the University of Illinois, Thompson, Bannerman, and Specter will be competitive next spring.

The season team was also coached by Moore and several potential singles men won their matches.

Reflecting on the freshman team were:Clocker, Gilbert, Thompson, Lambert, and
MIAMI UNIVERSITY

THE BUCKEYE INTER-COLLEGIATE
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE

Year Admitted

University

Year

Ohio State
1895
Ohio University
1896
Cincinnati
1900
Dayton
1905

Intercollegiate Athletic Rules of the Buckeye Intercollegiate Athletic Conference

In the winter of 1895, several Ohio schools met at Columbus to arrange more realistic schedules for their teams. At this meeting, a progress-making group helped announce the Buckeye Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. The schools were: Ohio State, Ohio University, and Cincinnati. This conference included all teams that were willing to cooperate. In the spring, the conference was extended to include Miami, Wittenberg, Wabash, Clarence, Ohio Wesleyan, and Denison, as members. The Buckeye Intercollegiate Athletic Conference was organized for the purpose of scheduling better schedules. In 1896, the conference requested the Buckeye Association to decline and enter that year's competition. The Association's answer was to be very satisfactory, the above six schools having withdrawn from the Ohio Conference. The Buckeye Intercollegiate Athletic Conference was formed, and has maintained its proper position ever since.
by the rules more strictly enforced a year later.

In 1932, Mobile and Wakefield, two big
school teams, were admitted to the Con
ference as probationary members for a
year. At the conclusion of the 1889
season, Mobile withdrew. The Southern
Conference then, and for a reason, decided
they could not afford to lose the group of
competition and the potential of plant
they would bring to the league and that
therefore they could not afford regular
members of the Conference.

Kennesaw left the Conference at the end
of the 1942 football season. President
Denison feared that they could not get
the same kind of attendance that the
Cougars brought to the game. Kennesaw
was a member during the
1924-1925 season and
December, 1921, meeting, was admitted to
probationary membership. The year
kennasaw was in the Conference was
with the 1924-1925 foot-
ball season.

The addition of Marshall to the
Conference in 1937, the University of
Virginia has been a member of the group
ever since.

LETTER REQUIREMENTS

Football
One-half total number of quarters—only
in game one play count as a quarter.
Basketball
One-half total number of halves in sea-
son. Three quarters in a half counts as a
half. College game only.

Baseball
One-half total number of innings, one-
quarter plays made on defense, or pitches
and one-third for catcher.

Y-Track
Average three weeks for dual meets, or
one week in winter meet.

Cross Country
Two or more scoring finishes in dual
meets or team finishing first in Buck-
eye Meet, or individual finishing in first
place in Buckeye Meet.

Senior Awards
Letter and sweater for man ranking re-
quirements in two of three years.

BUC-KEE ATHLETIC AWARDS

Major Sport Awards
1. Varsity award to be a V-neck sweater
   with stripes.
2. Second varsity award to be a cost
   sweater with stripes.
3. Man scoring twenty points in the
   entire sport to be awarded a fifteen-
   twenty-five of more than one hundred.
   Plaque to be awarded to best
   outside. Plum to be awarded to best
   outside.

Minor Sport Award
1. First award to be a light V-neck
   sweater with stripes.
2. Second award to be a light sweater
   with white collar.
3. Men scoring twenty points in the
   entire sport to be awarded a fifteen-
   twenty-five of more than one hundred.
   Scarf to be awarded to best
   outside. Scarf to be awarded to best
   outside.
4. Senior letterman shall be awarded let-
er letters.

5. Freshmen may be awarded one V
letter with championship or all-conference
honors only (max. of 32). 

6. Provost reserves to be awarded only
after recipient has made grades for elig-
ibility the fall semester.

7. Manager's award to be a varsity let-
ter with small "M".

8. Inter-collegiate award to be a varsity
letter with "C".

Intercollegiate Athletic Rules of the
Buckeye Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference

1. No one shall participate in any inter-
collegiate sport unless he is a bona fide
undergraduate student, doing full work in
the course of instruction as defined in
this rule.

2. No student shall be permitted to par-
ticipate until he has been in residence at the
college for at least one term, after which
his registration must be renewed every
year. In the case of student-athletes, regis-
tration must be renewed every term as
their registration is renewed to the col-
lege; only in the absence of the student
because of medical reasons or other rea-
sons. The decision of the student's
check is then the responsibility of his
school. (Intercollegiate Competition) 

3. No student shall participate in inter-
collegiate athletics upon the basis of any
college or college for more than three
years in the aggregate, and any member
of a college team who plays in any part
of any intercollegiate sports contact does
thesis participate in intercollegiate ath-
etics for the year. Athletic participation
in any college granting a four-year degree
shall be evidenced in determining time of
the student's

Two years' postgraduation and each subse-
guent year of participation in a junior
college shall be regarded as co-
competing in the conference. (Intercollegiate Competition) 

4. Any student who has been recog-
nized by the conference as a member of
an intercollegiate team shall not par-
ticipate in any other competitive
athletic activity of the school while in the
school. (Intercollegiate Competition) 

5. Any student who fails to meet the
minimum academic requirements for
participation in athletics shall not par-
ticipate in any competitive activity of
the school while in the school. (Intercol-
legiate Competition) 

6. Any student who fails to meet the
minimum academic requirements for
participation in athletics shall not par-
ticipate in any competitive activity of
the school while in the school. (Intercol-
legiate Competition) 

7. The same and identical standards of
all transfer students from within the con-
ference and those from outside the con-
ference shall be applied to determine
the eligibility of transfers. (Intercollegiate
Competition) 

8. Any member of a college team who
plays in any part of any intercollegiate
sports contact does thesis participate in
intercollegiate ath-
etics for the year. Athletic participation
in any college granting a four-year degree
shall be evidenced in determining time of
the student's

9. Intercollegiate award to be a varsity
letter with "C".
institution from which he is transferring.

To take an athlete is dropped from an institution, he must return to that insti-
tution and clear his record before he will be
eligible for participation in the Buckeye
Conference. Any team that has participated in the Conference in a
school which has been expelled from the Conference shall be ineligible for
competition in any other Buckeye school.

5. No student shall play in any game under an assumed name.

6. The principal of the school in which any ath-
etic event is a member of a collegiate team, while nil, a student in the institution
represented, is thereafter deemed from participating in intercollegiate contests
without the consent of the cooperating school.

8. A student who participates in inter-
collegiate athletics and does not complete the season of that term or semester shall not be deemed to be eligible in the sport next season
except for a time equal to that season of the year completed the student shall
be deemed completed the student's work.

10. No person shall be admitted to any inter-
collegiate contest who receives any gift, compensation, or pay for his services.

13. No student shall participate in any inter-
collegiate contest where he has used or is using, his knowledge of athletics or his athletic
skill shall be given to another institution for work as a coach, physical instructor,
or athletic director.

15. The maintenance of a training table (the name of a table located wholly, or in part, off the premises of others than
school or where a students) shall not be permitted.

16. Non-professional teams shall render such evidence, tangible or intangible, that in partic-
ipation in an intercollegiate team being

18. Any team which has participated in the Conference in a
school which has been expelled from the Conference shall be ineligible for
competition in any other Buckeye school.

18. Any student who participates in an
intercollegiate contest shall be deemed to be eligible in the sport next season.

21. All intercollegiate games shall be
meets from the nearest central point furthest from the point of
and all intercollegiate games shall be played under university management, and no under-
books and uniform given to the player's club,
or discretion, or private indication.

22. The enrollment of managers and com-
stances in such college shall be subject to the approval of the faculty committee on

23. College football team shall play only
with other representing educational instit-
tutions, and members of the Buckeye shall not play any team after the fall of 1909.

24.凡参加定期的活动或 不参与所有体育活

25. The maintenance of a training table (the
name of a table located wholly, or in part, off the premises of others than
school or where a students) shall not be permitted.
16. The average aid to scholarship and non-scholarship giving by any college to its athletes shall not be more than approximately $4,000 except in case of special arrangements made by the individual college and the conference both in amount and in numbers receiving aid. The scholarship grade or teams are to be submitted to the director of the department of athletics of any college to prospective athletes. Scholarship aid may not be used to finance high school athletes to enter college.

17. The department of athletics shall take no active part in approaching high school boys. No one connected with the department of athletics, with the exception of the individual college's athletic director, shall be permitted to talk to high school boys on behalf of any one or other governing body of any college or high school. It is not contrary to the spirit of this rule for persons connected with the department of athletics of any college with high school boys who come to see them, without a campaign, if made to bring such men in contact with members of the department of athletics. Such personal visits to any institution are to be regarded as such in the direction of that school and openly disavowed at the meetings or in the conferences of the conference.

18. This conference is to be known as the Mountain Universities Athletic Conference.

19. The faculty representatives and directors shall meet together at least once annually.

20. Local organizations are to be known as the Board of Control of Athletics, and the member schools shall be charged up to a sum to be raised as a part of the conference. All guarantees are to be paid by check.

21. The conference shall appoint a man to serve as Director of Officials for the conference and his salary shall be $250.00 a year.

THE VARSITY "M"
Five major sports are on the Miami schedule—football, basketball, base-
ball, track and the country. Two minor sports, tennis and pool, complete the sports season.

"M" is awarded only for Unconditional recognition. The award is made by the Athletic Advisory Board and the letter does not become the property of the recipient until the year in which the award is made, although the individual may take it with him in his pocket and he may be permitted to use it, provided he does not use it for any other purposes than strictly athletic.

The individual making the requirements for an award has rights in regard to such award, but in no case can he receive the award unless the institution to which he belongs is a member of the conference. If no institution is a member of the conference, he shall not receive the award.

The awards are made by the conference in the fall of the year and are not renewable, except on recommendation of the conference. If a conference school is in good standing and in good standing of the conference, the board reserves the right to withdraw the letter from such school.

If the recipient leaves the conference school, he loses his letter. No award is made to any person who has not completed the requirements stated above and no award is made to any person who is not a member of a conference school.

No one shall be eligible to receive any award who has not fulfilled the terms of the sport or the participation in some pro-
injuries from doing so by illness or injury. For a performance of unusual merit in minor sports, the Athletic Board may, by a majority vote, grant a medal. The Board is composed of six members, three appointed by the Advisory Committee on Athletics, and three appointed by the President of the University. Applications for medals must be made to the Secretary of the Board.

INTRAMURAL

An integral part of any school's athletic program should be a large and diversified intramural program, and at the University of Miami, intramural athletics have long been a trademark. The intramural program at Miami is wide, diversified, and well organized. It plays second role in college life only to the varsity teams.

Here at Miami intramural activities fall into three seasons: fall, winter, and spring. During the fall leagues are organized in outdoor sports such as soccer, football, and tennis. In the winter season tournaments are held in bowling, fencing, wrestling, and shuffleboard.

In the winter season tournaments are held in bowling, wrestling, fencing, ping pong, and shuffleboard.

Immediately after the spring holidays, intramural tournaments begin in the same sports as in the fall. In addition, tennis, softball, and basketball are added.

Besides the enjoyment and benefits gained from participation in these sports there are definite incentives to play. Miami men can be intramural. In the winning team in each sport sports as basketball, softball,
and volleyball hardwood trophies are awarded.

Gold, silver, and bronze medals are awarded to the individual winners of the tennis tournaments, boxing champions in the weight division, fencing champions in the foil-foil and advanced classes.

In recent years several new features were introduced, such as a new class to enter on the new men at the University and to increase the interest of the freshmen. 

Besides suggestion, nearly all the activities in the greek system now compete with only the fraternities and the sororities. The fraternities have taken over the offices of the greek system. The greek system is now for a freshman to belong to a fraternity to compete in intramurals. The greek system is no longer the most popular. 

To the Greeks can have more than the fraternities. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system has the most amount of people. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University. 

At the close of each year, each year a handball and basketball are awarded to the greek system. The greek system is in a state of flux. The greek system is the same as it was in the past. 

In most greek sports such as baseball and basketball, the teams are formed with more formal lines. But there are some exceptions. The greek system is the most popular in the University.
NEW STUDENTS

When you arrive in Oxford, whether by train or bus, you will find a train station in the centre of town. Life or she will tell you where to go and what to do. Do not be afraid to ask questions; that is what they are there for. Furthermore, the town has a number of student services like the International Office which can be very helpful.

If you do not know, the number of your room, students should go immediately to the Student Services Office in the Tower of London. The Student Services staff there will provide you with the necessary information. You may not have time to pay much attention to it in the first few weeks, but a quick look at the room is a great place for homework.

OXFORD

Oxford is a town of about 30,000 people. The University is located on the outskirts of the town. The town itself consists of a main street, a high street, and a number of smaller streets which make up the central area. To get to the central area, you can either use the main bus, which goes every 10 minutes, or walk down the hill. The main street is 100 meters long, and one can easily walk up and down the hill in 15 minutes. The University is located at the far end of the main street.

SUMMARY OF EXPENSES

The expenses for the year which are charged to students are as follows:

M. Women
Registration fee (one-half pay) $200.00 $200.00
Health fee $10.00 $10.00
Student activity fee $10.00 $10.00
Room in dormitory $350.00 $350.00
Rent in shared house $300.00 $300.00
Laundry of bed sheets $10.00 $10.00
Semitractor's boat fee $1.00 $1.00

The above estimate does not include laboratory charges or books, which are estimated at $200.00.

WHAT TO BRING

When you start packing up to come to Oxford, the following suggestions might be helpful:

- Towel, sheets, pillowcases, and blankets.
- Rugs or carpeting for the dormitory, if possible.
- A book bag or backpack for carrying books.
- A mouse and mouse pad for the computer.
- A book (or two) to read in the library.
WHAT TO WEAR

GIRL

In choosing a wardrobe for college remember two things:

1. Select simply tailored, durable clothes.
2. Bring only what you are sure you will need. Let quality, not quantity, be the basis for your selection.


Dormitory formal dinners, security banquets: Dressing gowns with sleeves or short jacket.

FRESHMAN WEEK

Freshman week was inaugurated at Mi-
ami Dec. 1, under the direction of the di-
rector of student activities, Miss Betsy S. Thomas. The purpose of the freshman week is to familiarize freshmen with all the customs and traditions of the university, and to orient them in the use of the facilities. The week is devoted to general and special events and activities.

The opening event of the week was the freshman banquet, held in the Alumni building. Following the banquet, freshmen were taken on a tour of the campus, and were introduced to the various organizations and clubs.

The second event of the week was the freshman parade, held in front of the main building. The parade was led by the freshman class and followed by the sophomore, junior, and senior classes. The parade was accompanied by a band and a float, and was well attended by the students and faculty.

The third event of the week was the freshman dance, held in the gymnasium. The dance was well attended, and the students had a great time.

The final event of the week was the freshman picnic, held on the campus. The picnic was enjoyed by all, and was a great success.

The freshman week was a great success, and the freshmen were well oriented to the university and its customs. The week was a great help to the freshmen in their adjustment to college life, and was a great success.
THE MEMORIAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH and THE WESTMINSTER FOUNDATION AT MIAMI UNIVERSITY INVITE YOU TO

The University Class........... 9:45
Morning Worship.............. 11:00
Student Fellowship............. 6:20
Student Choir........... Thursday, 7:00

ELIOT PORTER
Minister

CHARLES EUGENE CONOVER
Minister to Students

given over to a careful explanation of the purpose and aim of the Kingston, practice, legal, and physical examinations which are given. Two meetings are used to explain the different courses offered at Miami and to check up on the vocational interests of each student. The remainder of the week is devoted to discussions of college rules and regulations, the role of the student in college life, attendance, grades, honor societies, organizations, campus activities, fraternity life, etc. A tour of the campus is made so that each student may have a glimpse of the whole University.

FRESHMAN TIPS

The purpose of these initial tips is to guide you through the early weeks of college life by helping you to utilize the opportunities offered so that you may grow intellectually, emotionally, and socially in order to satisfy the needs of your present and future observations. As you will see, the schedule of classes is fairly crowded. There will be valuable information given at each one which you should study carefully. It is advisable to set aside a night each week for the examination of the daily bulletin in which you live. A copy of the rules is not ignored you. Find out from someone

The social affairs of Freshman week are to help you get acquainted. Go to them, and don't stand on the sidelines. Get into the spirit of the things. You are in a foreign land, and you will be judged by what you do here, not what you say you will do there. The "Miami Spirit" is nationally known.
ST. MARY’S CHURCH
Catholic
Rev. Joseph H. Ridles
Pastor
Residence
Withrow and Locust Streets
Phone 497
Order of Services
SUNDAYS
High Mass 8:30
Student Mass 11:00
HOLY DAYS
Masses at 8:30 and 7:45
FIRST FRIDAYS
Mass 6:30
Communication 7:45
Evening Devotions 7:00
Daily Mass 7:00
CONFESSIONS
Saturdays 7:30-8:00 p.m.
Sundays 10-11 a.m.
Holidays Before Mass

NEWMAN CLUB
A Catholic Student Organization
Meets on 2nd and 4th Sundays
6:30 p.m., at Wells Hall

It is by service to humanity that Miami
reps have humbled grace. On your part.
Lend the songs and suits and join in
the churning. Miami’s courtesy at athletic
renown, at various events, is ever to
prove it to you. This is one of the
salient values you will note among
Our campus is one of the most beautiful
in the state, in a Miami tradition to
long and continue the day’s exercises,
and from doing paper
Anywhere but in the receptacles provided.
On the Miami Campus you will find
a genuine informality among the student.
Curtsey and cautions on the campus
are typical of Miami life. Many very
good stunts are performed on the
ape to the class room, remember it is more
healthy to sit quietly. Parking up your
nine, especially in the middle of his teaching sessions
are necessary. Furniture carrying, creeping
are very embarrassing. Furniture carrying,
with your neighbor
and your own efficiency is not near
The cleaner, waiting, the more
acquired. More compact, rather
is not to make a bad impression.
Remember that even though you do not
enter an assembly program, your neigh-
bor may be interested. Be not afraid
of this assembly program.
Keep up good work daily. Impressions
are formed every day, not on special
occasions. Impressions will not be the hand
of your life if you prepare your lessons daily.

MIAMI UNIVERSITY
The WESLEY FOUNDATION
Affiliated With
The Oxford Methodist Church
extends a hearty welcome to
all new students at Miami University.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Sunday Morning Forum..........................9:00
Morning Worship Service.........................10:30
College League.................................10:30
Sigma Sigma Theta
Kappa Phi
Wesley Players
Student Choir
and other activities
Rev. Paul Ring—Minister and President
First Church of Christ, Del. U.P.
Miss Edna Shoemaker—Student Collec-
tive, Wesley House, 13 N. Peiper
Ht. Tel. 606-2.

Wesley House is the center of activities
for all Methodist and Methodist-
protestant Students.

will your interest in your work be

Budget your time in a phrase that you
may have heard from your mother and sisters.
You have acquired this art, you are fast on the way to an
understanding of the value of your time. When the schedule
and working is to it, you will have

Write to the folks at home at least once a week whether you send money or not. If you plan a trip,

You have lots of friends here at Miami than anyone else.

Freshmen are interested in their class, not in outside

and talk to your professor thoroughly you

regular coffee meetings.

Attend your own church in Oxford on Sunday.

You can read something which the University does not.

At least one course per meeting in field of your choice.

The biggest game of the season! All Freshmen are expected to participate in the building of this fiest

and the winning of the game! Let's make the best that has been done.

Every athletic victory, whether played at Oxford or elsewhere, the fresh-

ing the ball in Hardin.

As much as you get out in your room

THE SOCIAL SLANT
The social life on any college campus should hold an important part in the educational program. At Miami you will find a

MIAMI UNIVERSITY
HOLY TRINITY
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Walden and Poplar Streets

Welcomes you to Oxford and invites you to participate in the activities of the church.

SUNDAY SERVICES
Holy Communion..................8 A. M.
Morning Prayer and Sermon 11 A.M.
Trinity Club.....................6:30 P. M.
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Carefully planned system through which an offer is made to offer students an opportunity to develop social ability and grace, and to cultivate a well-balanced personality.

On the second floor of the Main Building is the office of the social director, Mrs. Beale. Through her all social functions are directed. She is a graduate of Oxford and has had many years of experience in social work. Mrs. Beale believes in giving a great amount of time in promoting a wise social program and in setting and enforcing rules and regulations. She believes that the social shortcomings are to be avoided by social service.

The second floor of the Main Building is the office of the social director, Mrs. Beale. She directs all social functions held every year. The Thursday night, the fortnight night, the Junior Prom and the Senior Ball are all directed by her. For these dances she looks to Alumnae, and students for volunteers to assist her. She believes in giving a great amount of time in promoting a wise social program and in setting and enforcing rules and regulations. She believes that the social shortcomings are to be avoided by social service.

The Junior Prom and the Senior Ball are both held on the Main Building. The Junior Prom is held on the Wednesday night of the second week of the month, and the Senior Ball is held on the Saturday night of the last week of the month. The Main Building Social Club sponsors all-campuses events such asballroom dancing, and these are informal, no-cost affairs. There is also a dance class, and the dances are open to all.

The dancing is of the more conservative type. The "hot" style is not used, and by doing so you make a part of your self on the floor.

There is nothing a restriction time at all. You are free to do as you please. However, good taste demands that you should come late, with them during the evening, and then leave the floor at a reasonable hour. Thus you avoid the meeting one really born to fully enjoy the dance room. You will find
The Miami Chrest

Several years ago the members of the Miami Chrest society were appalled to learn of some embarrassing incidents among some of their associates. This year they have taken the advice of the students and have initiated a campaign to correct the situation. The Miami Chrest society consists of a group of students who pledge to refrain from the use of alcoholic beverages during the fall term. The members of the society are determined to set a good example for the rest of the student body.

The Miami Chrest society has decided to hold a fund-raising drive this year to support their activities. The drive will be held on the first Saturday of November, and all members of the society will be participating. The money raised will be used to defray the cost of the activities of the society and to support other student organizations.

The Miami Chrest society is grateful for the support they have received from the student body in the past. They hope that their efforts this year will be appreciated and that the support they receive will be even greater than in the past.
ARTISTS COURSE

Two years ago a new educational plan was developed with a眷念眼视 of the student and an interest in the outside world. The

set aside from each student's activity fee

of the student is pumped into local communi-

kinds whom the course has brought in.

such as Japan, Canada, and Hawaii. Wil-

ien Bebeka, John Balch, Richard Crotchi,

the Duke Chapel group, as well as the

body and presence to be one of the lead-

and at the Student and Science.

university.
Old Miami
Words. A. E. Custen—Music. R. H. Burke
(Alma Mater)
Old Miami, from thy hill apart
Thou hast watched the decades roll
While thy sons have quoted from thee
Sternly hearse, pure of soul.
Old Miami, new Miami!
Days of old and days to be
Weave the story of thy glory.
Our Miami, love’s to thee!
Adorin in thy purple splendor
Thou the calm and they the storm,
Then shall give them joy in conquest.
Strength from thee sustained their arm.
Thou shalt stand a constant beacon.
Crimson towers against the sky.
Now a still voice with in the air
Frolic shall thee call every one.
Thou shalt stand a constant beacon.
SODAS SALADS
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SNYDER'S

MIAI UNIVERSITY

MIAI DIRECTORY

The Miami Directory is issued by the University annually after an actual census is taken of the student body. The directory contains a list of all the faculty and administrative members with their offices, addresses and telephone numbers. It also has a list of the class presidents, offices of the student organizations, such as S.C.C., and YWCA and the University colors—

THE NEWS LETTER

The News Letter is the University publish- er which is issued with the purpose of keeping a close bond between Miami and its students. Captured all year, the News Letter is published weekly by the student newspaper department of the school in a brief and concise manner, giving the results of athletic contests and furnishing all other information of interest to the alumni.

THE N.Y.A. AT MIAI
Since February 1934, Miami has received a grant of aid for needy students under the National Youth Administration Plan of the Federal Government. This aid was continued for the school year of 1937-38. The aid is now before Congress. During the past year over 300 students each month were served. Some made all possible and are now married. Some made all possible and are doing well, but the funds are so small that it is impossible to serve more than 300 students.

This aid for tuition, fees, and books and
made it possible for many to attend college who otherwise would not have been able to do so.

Student who work on NYA are a selected group. The Federal government requires that students have an average in intellect-
ual attainments to be eligible for NYA. The largest number enrolled at one time was 2,450,456, where there were 242 on the campus this year. The average number in class was graduated, the remainder scattered among the three classes. Freshmen are re-
quired to have a minimum of 40. The scholastic standing of the NYA group is considerably above the average. Last year the average was 2.92, a high figure con-
sidering that in addition to carrying full course loads they work from 8:30 to 10:30 in the afternoon and 8:30 to 12:30 at night. Many NYA students do other work and take part in athletics and all campus activities.

The projectiveness for students by working in the NYA is helping along their entire way with NYA help. However, the actual be-
come more in that work can be counted on to be one of the most important of the entire out of attendance training.

There is a wide variety in the work done by NYA students. The number of projects is almost inconceivable. Some of the projects are to help in the work of the department of the student, or in his own interests and work in which he is engaged by teaching or education. A large number of students are involved in a wide range of activities in society, including research, training, or laboratory, the growing and testing of plants, and other tasks.

In addition to the work on the campus a number of students are doing community service of various kinds. The work after the internship period is this somewhat, but both the work and the training is important.
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